LYNN CHADWICK (1914-2003)

Teddy Boy and Girl II, 1957
Bronze
208 x 59 x 52.5 cms
(81.74 x 23.19 in)
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Not having to bear the academic burden of a formal sculpture training liberated Lynn Chadwick
from the outset of his career which began at the end of the war. An acquired engineering and
architectural design expertise instead informed his early biomorphic mobiles and distinctively
spiky metal figure forms from an early stage. The use of tubular scaffold and framing in the rapid
construction of prefabricated housing had inspired Chadwick from the outset. For the
remainder of his long and spectacularly successful career the sculptor used fanned and rib-like
underlying structures whose taut power and linear energy showed through the stolit or cast
bronze surfaces that formed the tactile surface ‘skin’ of the finished sculpture.
These radial or zig-zagging lines are clear in the patinated bronze Teddy Boy and Girl, an
apparent double figure composition that is conjoined, almost imperceptibly, into a figural unit.
The gender is announced not through anatomic naturalism or even through erotic symbolism
but rather through discrete features like the woman’s gently swelling chest and skirt and the
male’s tallness. The latter’s raised arms creates an emotive perpendicularity and, below his flat
cloaked torso, the tapering ‘drainpipe’ legs are tripod-like. Allusion to contemporary fashion is
subtly evoked within the abstract architectonics of this powerful sculptural duet.
By 1957, when the Teddy Boy series was underway, Chadwick was internationally established,
his feats at the Festival of Britain in 1951 and group exposure (with Butler, Armitage, Adams
and others) at the Venice Biennale the following year leading to his securing first prize at Venice
in 1956. Among British artists only Henry Moore had achieved this.
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